**FICTION TITLES MAY 2024**

- All the Glimmering Stars by Mark Sullivan
- Allow Me to Introduce Myself by Onyi Nwabineli
- Bespelled by Laura Thalassa
- Butcher by Joyce Carol Oates
- Cinema Love by Jiaming Tang
- Cloaked Deception by Timothy Zahn
- Devil’s Fortress by Dale Brown
- Dixon Rule by Elle Kennedy
- Five Broken Blades by Mai Corland
- Goddess of the River by Vaishnavi Patel
- Good Life by Virginie Grimaldi
- Highcliffe House by Megan Walker
- How to Read a Book by Monica Wood
- I Will Ruin You by Linwood Barclay
- Last House by Jessica Shattuck
- Lights Camera, Bones by Carolyn Haines
- Lost Letters from Martha’s Vineyard by Michael Callahan
- Main Character by Jaclyn Goldis
- Mistakes We Never Made by Hannah Brown
- Nest of Vipers by Harini Nagendra
- Nonna Maria and the Case of the Lost Treasure by Lorenzo Carcaterra
- People in Glass Houses by Jayne Castle
- Phantom Orbit by David Ignatius
- Proposal Plot by Kathleen Fuller
- Red Side Story by Jasper Fforde
- Stellar Debut of Galactica Macfee by Alexander McCall Smith
- Stolen Child by Ann Hood
- Summers at the Saint by Mary Kay Andrews
- Their Divine Fires by Wendey Chen
- This Strange Eventful History by Claire Messud
- Under the Palms by Kaira Rouda
- Wealth of Shadows by Graham Moore
- Wives Like Us by Plum Sykes
- You Are Here by David Nicholls

**MAY 2024 BLOCKBUSTER FICTION**

- 24th Hour by James Patterson
- Camino Ghosts by John Grisham
- Clive Cussler the Heist by Jack Du Brul
- Death Behind Every Door by Heather Graham
- Guncle Abroad by Steven Rowley
- Instruments of Darkness by John Connolly
- Last Murder at the End of the World by Stuart Turton
- Lies and Weddings by Kevin Kwan
- Long Island by Colm Toibin
- Mind Games by Nora Roberts
- One Perfect Couple by Ruth Ware
- Paradise Problem by Christina Lauren
- Shadow of War by Jeff Shaara
- Southern Man by Greg Iles
- Think Twice by Harlan Coben
- Tom Clancy Act of Defiance by Brian Andrews
- Very Bad Company by Emma Rosenblum
- You Like it Darker by Stephen King

Turn page over for more titles – titles may be available in other formats, such as large print, eBook, and audiobook. Please click the [catalog link here](#) or ask a librarian.
JUNE 2024 SNEAK PEEKS

Clete by James Lee Burke
Comfort of Ghosts by Jacqueline Winspear
Daughter of Fair Verona by Christina Dodd
Don’t Let the Devil Ride by Ace Atkins
Eruption by Michael Crichton
Flashback by Iris Johansen
Market for Murder by Heather Graham
Middle of the Night by Riley Sager
Midnight Feast by Lucy Foley
One of Our Kind by Nicola Yoon
Our Little Secret by Lisa Yoon
Pitch Dark by Paul Doirion
Proof by Fern Michaels
Resurrection by Danielle Steel
Some Murders in Berlin by Karen Robards
Stuart Woods’ Smolder by Brett Battles
Swan Song by Elin Hilderbrand
Tangled Up in You by Christina Lauren

DISCOVER DEBUT NOVELISTS MAY 2024

Black Shield Maiden by Willow Smith
Blood Rubies by Mailan Doquang
Blue Maiden by Anna Noyes
Daughters of Shandong by Eve J. Chung
Ella by Diane Richards
Honey Witch by Sydney J. Shields
Hunter’s Daughter by Nicola Solvinic
I Hope This Finds You Well by Natalie Sue
Loneliness & Company by Charlee Dyroff
Lonesome Place for Dying by Nolan Chase
Ministry of Time by Kaliane Bradley
My Favorite Terrible Thing by Madeleine Henry
One Last Shot by Betty Cayouette
Only Black Girl in the Room by Alex Travis
Oye by Melissa Mogollon
Road to Ruin by Hanna Lee
Rough Way to Go by Sam Garonzik
Shanghailanders by Juli Min
Silverblood Promise by James Logan
Spitting Gold by Carmella Lowkis
We Were the Universe by Kimberly King Parsons
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